BUYING TORORENS TITLE
YOUR FREE GUIDE WITH COMPLIMENTS FROM ALL ABOUT CONVEYANCING

Buying a Torrens Title
property.
Buying a Torrens Title Property simply means that you are
buying the whole of the land and whatever improvements are on
it.
Every residential property on the market would not be available
for sale unless the agent held a contract already prepared
disclosing certain things about the land. It is held for a reason,
when you have found a property that you would like to make an
offer on, have your Licensed Conveyancer review that contract
first.
The contract that you are presented with will be a Contract for
the Sale and Purchase of Land. Generally, that contract does not
tell you much about the improvements, but it is implied that any
fixed improvements go with the land. It will tell you what affects
the land:
Zoning
Whether there are any special conditions imposed by the
Vendor which may be a risk to you
Whether it is burdened by easements or covenants
The area and dimensions of the land
The location of the sewer main in relation to the boundaries
Whether it is affected by:
Critical habitat
Conservation
Heritage
Mine subsidence
Road widening plans
Land slip
Bushfires
Tidal erosion
Acid sulphate soils
Contamination
Flooding
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We can guide you
through the process
of purchasing a
Torrens Title
property.

As far as the improvements go, there may be things disclosed, but if not, your
Licensed Conveyancer may be able to help you locate them.
Things that must be there:
If there is a pool (or a spa), there will need to be a pool compliance
certificate, or a pool non-compliance certificate which will tell you why it
does not comply.
Things that you would like to see:
An occupation certificate or a final inspection for any of the improvements,
particularly recent ones
A Home Owners Warranty Certificate for buildings still under warranty
Any Development applications that are still current
All About Conveyancing
221 Victoria Street, Taree NSW 2430
Ph: (02) 6557 7003
Email: enquiries@allabout.net.au
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Phone 1300 529 960

